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THE TEMPLE

PRIMARILY, The Temple is a cosmic organic centre, the constitutent parts 
jf which are the units of collective humanity.

Coincident with the original impulse, the first emanation from the Central 
Spiritual Sun—the Universal Heart—came into manifestation,' the Father
Mother-Son, the triangular .corner stone of The Temple, upon which is rising 
age by age, a geometrically perfect edifice. The cap stones to the pillars of the 
porch, and outer walls are now being laid preliminary to the work of the roof
builders—the humanity of the sixth great root race. 'X

The place of each stone is determined by the law or selection, and'the same 
law determines the different Degrees and Orders which lead to and from the 
great Stone of Sacrifice which rests upon the pavement of the Central Square.

The development of outer conditions, planes and personalities must keep 
pace with and correspond to the development of the interior man, or evolution
ary- force would be diverted from its proper channels.

When the Craftsman or Apprentice to any Degree has finished his term of 
service, and has mastered all the details of the work, he is “recognized” by the 
Master Builder, and raised to a higher Degree, although he may never be con
scious of the presence of that Master, until his apprenticeship is completed, and. 
he in turn becomes a Master of a lower Degree.

The organization of The Temple, the members of which belong by evolution
ary right to a certain Degree of Cosmic Life, which Degree is subdivided into 
seven Orders, is the continuation and expansion of the work of the Masters re
vivified in this country a quarter of a century ago by certain chelas or disciples.

To the. efforts of the Masters is due the impulse which.has caused the great 
advance in scientific, philosophical and social endeavor; for they are the guardi
ans of Ancient Wisdom and Knowledge, in which lies the root of all progress; 
and the work of The Temple is to cultivate and embody the highest principles 
of all such endeavor in one stupendous living organic whole.

It is a common belief that the fires of the altars of the Ancient Temples 
have been permitted to die out; but “those who know” say this is not true; that 
they are but hidden from the view of the masses, awaiting the time when the 
veil of ignorance and corruption hanging before the hearts of the humanity of 
this transitory period, shall be rent asunder, and the light of the ages becomes 
manifest to all. The time is comparatively close at hand when the doors of 
“Ihe Temple of the Mysteries” shall once more swing outward. The Site of 
that once wonderful structure has been rediscovered, and when the Lord, the 
Saviour, the Elder Brother of the human race once more appears to claim his 
own, He will find a place prepared for him by those who, having heard his call, 

Come over and help us,” have faithfully responded, and have taken up their 
share of the burden of responsibility. Are you of that number?

Address THE TEMPLE, Halcyon, California.
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BLIND JUDGES OF THE BLIND
O, ye blind judges of the blind 

kings who are the sport of your subject 
leaders coerced by your followers, multi
tudes who ignorantly look and listen, em
brace or kill your kind as impulse directs, 
swept by a whirlwind of passion hither 
and yon, denying God, yet kneeling in ab
ject fear at the least demonstration of 
11 is power—mysteries that ye are, have 
pity on yourselves.

Remember ye, even as God remem
bers, that ye are as half finished sculp-
ture, with here and there a part 
or incomplete. Incompleteness 
perceive its own incompleteness, 
it perceive the completed ideal 
sculptor’s mind.

Remember that ye are as 
sung melody, a single verse of

missing 
cannot

nor can
in the

an
half 
epic 
andpoem, and know that both melody 

verse will one day help to swell the grand
chorus with power to lift the waves of 
the ocean of life so high that ye may pass 
on their crests to a glory unspeakable— 
the glory of your divine inheritance.

Be patient with the shades ye are 
and which now ye are ensouling.

Love more, and the love ye bestow 
will break through the shadows, as a sun 
breaks through the clouds, and its light 
will shine forever and a day on the finish
ed work of God—His own diviner Self, 
God-made man and man-made God in 
One. .

^^y-^^ ^ .-.r. i^
<<«^r ^W^^/^
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PERFECTION
By his very nature man must have God. whether that God is a 

supreme Being, a sun. an image made by his own hands, or an ideal 
• f a perfect human being, it matters not. The first cry of an a
wakened soul for light, whether that cry. was smothered in terror 
•f tie- unknown, or was loudly uttered in a plea for guidance, com
fort. er help in a time of need, is an unconscious recognition of De- 
by Possibly the cry may be an expression of admiration for ex- 
•:ui>he beauty or grandeur, or for some exhibition of phenomenal 
omvcr. Whatever the exciting cause, it is the God in him crying 
'in io the God who created him for readmission to the Garden of 
Fdmi—the state of equilibrium, perfection, from which he was 
:riv<-n by divine law in order that he might return clothed in im- 

■ :• rtality. —From Temple Teachings..

AMBITION i
Temple Teachings Open Series No. 195

Some of you, as well as many outside members, have misun- 
vrsiood or misconstrued the words, “Kill out ambition” as spoken 
o;. my seif and also by others in days gone by. There are two poles 
■o ihe substance-force of ambition, as there are to every grade of 
-.distance in manifestation, the one pole evil, the other good.

Pure ambition, or that attribute which can best be expressed 
y lite word ambition, is ambition for the good and. the prosperity of 

M:; it is not ambition for self alone. It should be as strong and ac- 
ivt- in your mind when it is for the good of all as it would naturally 

■!<• when exercised for the good of self alone, for upon it depends all

\\ ilhout ambition you cannot command the forces which will 
; id you in raising yourselves as well as others. To those new stu- 
dmits of occultism who read the above mentioned sentence for the 
first time there is apt to arise a desire to give up everything; and 
ibis desire is shortly after followed by a feeling of inertia, of lassi
' tide, and finally a losing of all ambition in every direction, which is. 
■ ntirely wrong. '

I desire to impress upon you the truth of an old adage: “Any- 
:hing that is worth doing at all is worth doing well”, and with all the 
power you can put into it, it matters not what it may be nor how 
ransient its effects. I find it necessary to impress this upon you, 

for to the loss of such ambition you owe many of the periods of de
pression under which you now at times suffer extremely.

I am well aware how difficult it is to wait in patience. I have
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ven long centuries in learning the lesson.
•I'gret it.

Nevertheless. I do not

H—[ ]

A NAKED SOI L

Temple Teachings Open Series No. 196
Often the words “a naked soul" fall on the ear or meet the eye 

;nd invite a feeling of terror, but how few among ■ men understand 
•he meaning of the words in their last analysis. In their general 
application the words imply a soul str ipped of its gauds of material 
life, stained with sin, a fit subject for the vengeance of an outraged 
! Jod or the pity of a sympathetic human breast. But let us try to 
•zo a little deeper into life for their true meaning.

In stripping the soul of its garments of intellectual triumph, 
material advantages, of the habits and idiosyncrasies of its long 
:ine of incarnations in matter from animal to man, and from the 
first consciousness of the individual man to the refined, spiritualized, 
mentally and morally perfect man of the highest civilization, at the 
close of each incarnation when all these material and mental gifts 
and graces, all the results of misspent lives, all the brute character
istics of the lowest phase of man are for the time being cast aside, 
and the soul stands naked before God and the Higher Self, we may 
isk the question, what can there possibly be left for the soul to co
ver its nakedness with ?

Then, if we will travel back over the-lives of that soul on earth, 
we will find that however good, however evil those lives have been, 
at the base of each life, whether it be lived as the savage, a cave 
dweller, a heathen, or a civilized twentieth century man, there were 
love, devotion, hope, and expectancy. These God-given attributes 
may have only been exercised on wife and child, parent or country, 
b.ut so-far as a soul was capable of functioning and realizing these 
attributes, just so far that soul was clothed in the majesty, the glo
ry of God ; and when all else was gone and that soul stood stripped 
of its gauds—naked, perhaps, in the eyes of all others—God and the 
Higher Self could see that it was not naked, could never be naked so 
long as it was a soul, for it was built of and clothed with the very 
essence of the Godhead, and therefore was possessed of the inherent 
power and strength to conquer all limitation of form and. matter, 
however powerful they were, if given sufficient time and opportuni
ty for so doing.

If that glory and majesty, those last inside garments of the 
soul, could be stripped from it. it would no longer be a soul, and then
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Ai Ami which luul enshrined the soul for a time, its mere outer gar-
m-ms. emdd remain, and these only for a short period, that is, until

■hoc wt-r; resolved into their constituent parts.
.-•; the words “a naked soul” bear no semblance, to the sin stain

. • cm vid cd criminal nor the penitent. It is a Son of God. pure and 
. nddik'd. and not until it begins to soil its beautiful garments—- 
•mve. Hop.-. Devotion, and Expectation—with the mud of licentious- 
.-.t >s. b; desire things for self-gratification, and live in expectancy of 

•. wmd f w virtue, does it commence to strip off its real garments; 
.•nd when a human mind and body is fully clothed in the eyes of the

-rid. then indeed is it naked, and being naked, it is nothing.

H—[•] 
i

GENESIS CONTINUOUS 

THE ROAD OF ETERNAL CREATION 

(Continued)

ASPIRATION

The suh is ever rising in the east, and setting in the west, 
•bribing Die vortic power is death to little dreams;

■ Teai ion over clasps the hand of death ;
■ onsummation genders in the seed.
iJh up now. lives of the world, into that vort of.power;
Thyt hm is born : ■
Toe is beating into the vocal;
Time into deeds and davs.

REVELATION
The vast electric host radiant, charged, . 
Awaits the Word born in the inner dawn'; ■ 
Lift up now. lives of the world, into that vort of power!
The vortex births itself;
(Jyration manifests;
i he Darkness broods, her cosmic wings enfolding space.
Her blood magnetic through the universe;
Her nerve and bone sustaining form and tone;
Iler voice cammanding all the stars and airs, 
id ft up now, lives of the world, into that vort of power!
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LICHT

Right. Light. Light!—impregnating, penetrating, fecundant : 
Building, ensouling, transforming.

1 Teating darkness into shade. 
Making, of nothingness, shadow.

Electric ensouler,
W ithin the solid - liquid - gaseous - etheric host
Your Glory !
Within all substance, matter, force
Your power! .

VISION

Nebulous dreams of night, fathomless and void;
Nility in the dark, privant. formless, vast:
Vacuum, filling with fire;
Reality building in thought ;
Tangibility creating of light;
Solidity resting on flame.
Electric, magnetic glory we perceive;
Magical illuminated wonder we understand:
Sire of inspiration we receive;
Genesis of creation we have dreams.
Tho dim the day, the sight is in it;
Tho dark the night, the sun stars swing:
Tho vogue the mind, the wonder is there: 
'Tho dull the ear. ideas sing.

AGAIN TANGIBILITY

My feet are conscious of the solid earth ;
My ears hear birds which heard stars sing;
My mind is brain informed that sensed the stars ;
My heart beats blood which pulsed with fire.
Creation spins away within my ken;
Causation sings her song beyond my ear;
Opaque and solid. Spirit is wrapped close;
The seat of power is as a vision dreamed .
It echoes still through memory’s sacred vaults;
Its overtones are vibrant behind thought;
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■• - raw r-rhyi am mutters through my hear: :
• ■ d Em fallen again. yet shines with, light

A;.r anti Ploon mid cmpirt—
■ mm-T* >• hunger and gold : .
•:;•'•< . •’■'•:■> d . • V ) I Tom t ho god WOi'ld.
M • m’anm mystic and vague: . • • ’ . ■

Maids till it in I he' valleys : ,
i '.at i E. murder and rape ; . .
(ivili/.ed. barbarous, fanatic- - 
! ndei ’lie stars—the stars'

.< .d ., i;. an! y * Etc within. ■
• h d of ;<<■• a nd peace beyond : • • -.
-vi . p ,»• , - wd.h the beauty half revealed-:
A ■ ' •• ar ' nr hearts with htinyriness for love-.’ 

'-'•perm e you dwell where vision lurks and thrills 
mb. m dreamy vision can we fee! .

Th. wmid-T of Thy mightiness. .
The ।tower of Thy Will. .

A i'h- a wo brood in hunger. • ■
foaroo,;- w.- dream in shadow. ' ’
’art '• •> rmm mbor.

e :. ■: up now. lives of the world, into that vbrt of power!
To.- va-i electric host radiant, charged, 
..wad the Word born in the* Inner Dawn I

(The Door) 
lb'd. hoed,, pause, listen-— 
T' * ri are approaching ‘‘outsteps along the' Path of Life;
‘1 h'y are walking through the corridors of Soul. •

... ' up h<.w. !iw? of the world, into that vort of power!
■ •1' p m .. Sixes of the world, the dawn, the dawn is gray!
..f- no .■'..' . iives of the world,—the sun—tho sun—the sun!

JOHN O, VARIAN. Halcyon. Cal.
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MEDITATIONS
Of Francia A. La Due (B. S. )

(Being hitherto unpublished extracts from her diary, written 
down many years ago.)

VII.
Ancient C ivilization of Egypt .

Ancient Egypt, commonly called “The Double* Land”, consisted 
■ f two great divisions. “The Land of the South” and “The Land of 
the North”. Pollowing tradition, every king, on the day of his coro
nation. which was distinct from his receiving the kingdom during 
sis lather’s reign or on the death of his predecessor, received as his 
chief insignia two crowns. 'The white upper one symbolized his 
sovereignty over the south, the red one his dominion over the north. 
The land of Egypt resembles a narrow girdle divided in the midst by 
a stream of water and hemmed in by a chain of mountains on either 
side. On the right side of the river the Arabian hills accompany 
the stream for its whole length}. On the western side the low hills 
uf the Lybian Desert extend 1% the same direction with the river 
‘Tom north to south, up the shore of the Mediterranean Sea. The 
river itself was designated by the Greeks and Romans the “Nilus”. 
Prom its bifurcation, south of the ancient city of Memphis, the ri
ver parted into three great arms, which watered the lower Egyptian 
llat-lands and spread out into the shape of the Greek letter Delta, 
which resembles a triangle, and with four smaller arms formed the 
seven mouths of the Nik*.

There were disastrous feuds between the two divisions in the 
<-arly days, sometimes displacing the reigning family and installing 
Ihe conqueror as king. The walls of the sepulchral chapels are co
vered with bas-reliefs descriptive of the battles and the industries 
of the* nation, chief among which were? many respecting the labors 
of the held and the rearing of cattle as practiced by them.

On festivals the Pharaohs themselves sailed along the sacred 
l ivers in their gorgeous royal ship to perform mystic rites in special 
honor of agriculture. The priests regarded the plow as a most sa
cred implement and held that the highest aspiration of man tended 
toward the cultivation of the fields of Elysium and the navigation 
of the breezy waters of the other world in slender skiffs.

From a very early period stone was wrought according to the 
rules of an advanced skill, and metals of gold, silver, copper, and 
iron were melted and used in art and in making tools. Wood, lea
ther, glass, flax, and even rushes were in daily use. and on the pot
ter’s wheel vessels were formed from the Nile mud and baked in 
the furnace.

The old Egyptians were proud and arrogant, yet in the schools 
the child of the poor scribe sat on the same seat with the rich and
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-, • -i ■.!■'•! in gaining the oifored prizes.
” im ordered them to prav to tho Gods, to honor the

;• ;;<■ - wad .-.mil drink' to tlie hungry and thirsty reveals to
:• . arnett l ist its of the ancient Egyptians. The forty-

■ a- m- contained in the “Hook of the Dead” are not.
■ .- * prer.-pts of ( hristianity .
G: mo.-i remote history of the ancient Egyptians is full 

, • • o He’ -iickm. tiie interest to us as Theosophists largely
• . -io tin.a at Eno woman king Hatshepsu’. who is credited

. ' ambition and who was in reality the Builder of the im- 
• - " T- mpD. '.he uvemu-s of Sphinxes, and many of the great

: Eg; pi ian am inuity tier dislike to being consider- 
• : • . ad i b- inscriptions in her honor on the temples

• - : .. :: ’ i w kk roglyphics of masculinity . Hence many
w _■ ;: b : liuh: attention lo Egy ptian history are not

' •• t i '-idled king wjts a woman, who first ruled with
■■■,. ■ a • .-us also her husband, who was either killed at her

i a iya i : ' r o’ harwisc made away with, for one of her first acts on 
■■ -. o ■■ <• ) remucy was to obliterate his name from the great

■ . ■ • ■ • ': :i- _• had begun together.
v mo niy thinking, honors are very easy between her

. i; ■ - - ii.. whe-se historv alone, as taken from the hierogly-
•■ •■- ’ • • N :•;!. \ chimes. . ■ ' .

. • .- a. i hough this Temple of the Sun must have been built
:*' ‘ h -t • miporvision.oi Adepts, lor there were certainly ce-

.- ■ rwiiw! mysteries, traditions oi’ which, are met with on 
. - :d ? ■{.•ire' >. ‘her <>• wisdom . •

' ; ■ '.-. -'.mi al this late day, can think of Egypt as she was
• •• •■ .;•! - of nor H\iiization without a feeling of awe. “Out of 
.u! ; . i r.dkd my Son” is no empty expression . Neither does

• i ;-. . : ■: i- ow one time; or individuality. God has been’" call- 
1 - • i- •• cm o Egypt (out of darkness) from time immemorial;

•i ■ '. ws hop,, coming in all the power of the Spirit at special
a ' Nov. uno agam tin? spirit of the ancient teaching has been 

..wc h .\ . .m • ■ •.-cuing misunderstanding and greed. Hut now 
■ •'■• i .oiv : :1.,j ha.- called His Son. and the clouds have lifted a little. 
" b-’ way know what mamur of mad this Son of God is.

Ano ■. coot think of Egypt without associating it most closely 
de aii po-.\ .. gbry. and wealth . To me, in my ignorance of actual 

wi - n -•-.•!!:> like one huge temple, like unto the Temple of Huma- 
:i’y ai>-. m-scriptive phrases I may use in connection with this 
newel, of iwww. you-will understand have been taken from differ- 
•m hist orE.- .-, Egypt. ’ ■ . •

N kw Hw ■ A ilization of Egypt was at its height the services of 
ariwg :< i.;i;w- a, r ■ part of the. common life and the greatest part, 
k - kigh'W aim in life for king, prince, or peasant was to become a 
•rvilor oi H: ’>>mples. the ’various oHicos of which were steps to 

Xdepiship ‘
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I hen* were four avenues ol sphinxes, each reaching from Kar- 
.mr to Luxoi;. (.'ne sphinx was seventeen and a half feet in height, 
i he sphinxes were separated by a distance less than their length. 

. pica! oi life on earth . Seventeen and a half was considered a dead 
umber; and as each noophite tor Adeptship passed through these 

• ■•. * Hues during an .initiation up to the door of the temple, he must 
’opal each sphinx., which typified some special.sin. and question, 
'amine. and measure himself and wait in silence until the inmost

• • -cesses.ot his own soul were revealed and he was able to say of ev- 
•ry longing desire and aspiration, “It is silenced”. The grand ave- 

■ no ends in trout ol the 3 emple of Isis, and is connected with the 
iand temple two hundred feet distant.

i here art' ton temples which, combined, form one immense tem- 
oh , and. all within a radius of two miles. Each sphinx held between 

■ - paws an upright human figure grasping a crux ansata, represent- 
Hg the subliminal sell . Near the end of the avenue is the statue 

ol Ah-rnnon hewn from one immense block of granite, which has de- 
n<d time and. which symbolizes the wisdom of the ages.

The neophyte, approaching Memnon at the early rising of the 
uh. was greeted with a sound of harmony, and if his self-examina- 

•i<>n had been perfect his purpose and heart pure, a winged globe 
v^s held out to him by Memnon. The winged globe typifies victory. 

! f the globe was not oPored, the neophyte had failed. I have heard 
m 'motoric explanation of the voice of Memnon which strikes me as 
' '. ing true, to tho effect that the rays of the rising sun striking tho 
m-ad ot the statue when rheright condition obtained, etheric forces 
within Ilie stout' could respond to the sun's rays and brought forth 
Iio harmony known as Memnon's Voice, a sweet pure musical tone, 

i hi? esoteric explanation seems to me to be that man, being the Mi- 
r< msm of the Macrocosm and having the power (though now la
id ) of attuning his body to the same rate of vibration as the rate 

mat existed in equilibrium in the statue, might be able to sound the 
fry not;- to its construction, to which the statin.' must respond. I 
behove this will .vet be found to be a scientific fact, although expres
s'd by such a commonplace individual as myself. Humboldt found 
upon the banks of the Orinoco in South America granite rocks which 
bailed the sunrise with a burst of harmony. At Syene one of the 
most material of French scientists found a stone in the granite 
quarries which gave forth a sonorous sound . And here Keeley’s 
mvestigations give more light, for h.e found in sound a force infinitely 
greater than any now known.

Who can think of the great sphinx and the pyramids without 
a feeling of reverence and sympathy with those who, for untold 

■ mt uries. worshipped there among those symbols of eternal truth 
and. verity. I believe there will some time be found a passage lead
ing from the sphinx to an underground temple wherein arc stored 
realities of which we do not yet dream. The shifting sands of the 
desert have buried the body of the great sphinx over and over a-
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..ain. Il iuis • ■ • . — i-mally hern partially excavated, but I believe ne-
■ •r ent irely. A AA not within the knowledge of modern genera-

■ions. . ■ .
< m. ,i • J Egyptian history, and to me one of the most ab-

^<>rbir ••• .a is that of the dynasties of the Hyksos. the Divine
Kin* ■ act that to the close of the civilization of ancient E- 
•o ,e> and queens were considered divine, or rather half

.-. - • ■ wmded on the father's side from the Gods, seems to in- 
• a c inclusively -t hat at sometime in the far past their 

..i- n.Aitied, that Divine Kings did indeed rule over them,
: ■ 'i Kings wen- .Adepts. Masters. And I conceive it to be a 

. nMT ihi-ory that the brotherhood of Kings only relinquished 
:,■ r a it norim or passed it into other hands when some descending 

n< A .-, , -.A- made it impossible for them to come into close rela- 
;■ ;ME;., and the separation was made complete by the foul mag- 

■’-• ; mamuim-s that must haw been generated by the fast decay- 
ng sac r ruc< s. reinforced by the contamination of outside nations 
bird v .•!■■ wiving io grasp the higher- realities yet ignorantly 

•w fir icy ’ hcmsclves with the.lower, which only they perceived. 
\:ci as Da..- passed by with its manifold changes the kings, as well 
;• A< .••■minor people, became so spiritually degraded that the for-

• r Di\A ■ King.- could no longer influence* either rulers or people. 
.-.: ■ m- ■?. -re necessarily left to-t heir own destruction .

Km k A a dcautifi.il thing to. realize that the time is not far dis- 
.t.w '•- })■•!i Egypt will once more awake from her long sleep, that its 

2:1 a; '• c --’ - an L immense treasures will once more be exposed, and 
ho woriu is- mrichod by its vast buried, wisdom. (This was writ- 

ii at f a'’ 1 w my years before the discovery of King Tutankha- 
n iA ton J >. -Editor.) The psychomotor and seer occasionally 
Tiam Mimpsos rdf all this in the Astral Light, and the little that is' 
-Aon on: only wh-is our desires for more. ■ .

i haw- 'rood reason for believing that the main body of the E- 
~.A liar.- o the reign of Rameses II. arc now upon earth, having 
iwd through one other incarnation previous to this since then; and 

. imnk ii would be very interesting and instructive to us as Theo- 
'Ophism 1.: try to verify this suggestion . My reasons for this be- 
i- f arc of so private a nature that they would scarcely convince an- 
cher. so 1 can only give the hint and ask all who are interested in 
A-ir own past, io give the subject what consideration it seems to 
Amand . ■ ’ -

I full;/ realize that this matter of our past incarnations is one 
nai can 1101 'easily be investigated, and in one sense of the word it is 

w litlh- importance, since spiritual growth, not retrogression, is tho 
aim and ambition of all who truly desire inward development. But 
air pre.-mt circumstances, our powers and desires are the outcome 
a those past incarnations, and any little hint we may obtain may 

• •.id us in the self-knowledge which is so necessary to development.
1 haw-dab ly visited the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New

dcautifi.il
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T-rk and gazed with great interest on. the many objects of art ex- 
enmed from ancient Egyptian shrines. Blit nothing held so much 
nt crest for me as the mummies of that ancient people. I never 

bilged for the power of a psychometer as op that occasion, for ev- 
rything spoke so strongly to me of that far distant land and the 

oast ages, t ne now empty burial urns which once contained the heart 
and some other organs of the deceased people, the numerous scar- 
d;s. the images o- Gods and Goddesses once held in the hands and 
' ershipped. perhaps, by the very people whose bodies lay silent h"- 

re me. And when I saw a largo bust of Ramoses II. 1 felt as
Hmugh I would like to go and speak 1o it .

A description of all 1 saw on that occasion is impossible, but I 
an truthfully say il would well repay an interested person to mak° 
i i- trip for the special purpose of viewing the* Egyptian curiosities.

THE MYSTICAL MEANING OP JONAH
II.

The sleep of Jonah in the ship was the sleep of insensibility that 
is precursor to sold decay . Chapter Two of this story tells of the 
He scent of this soul to the bottom of the ladder of human life. The 
Tst we hear of him after lie is thrown overboard is in Shook which 

is Hades. Hei or the I’nderworld. where he calls to Jehovah “Out of 
the fish’s belly-—Out of the belly of Sheol cried I”. The belly in- 

•’ dudes the stomach, which is the place of transmutations, and the 
y bowels, which correspond to the infernal regions or the Eighth 

Sphere. The identification of “the fish’s belly” with Sheol denotes 
Jonah’s descent to the very bottom of the Christly estate.

< In Sheol he faced his lost estate and resolved to try again, 
there he faced the great truth that “They who regard lying vani- 
lies forsake their own mercy’’ and knew that he- had cut himself off. 
But he remembered that when his heart had failed him under trials 
along the Path his prayer had come in unto Jehovah’s holy temple 
and Jehovah had “brought up his life from corruption”. Then he 
resolved, “I will pay that which 1 have vowed.” But, altho the vow. 
with a frank recognition of his lost estate, was imperative if Jonah 
were ever to return at all. the resolution availed him nothing in 
Sheol. He had so thrust himself out of the Divine Presence that 
i he turn back could not take place in the penitence of the Under
work!, and he went on down thru the waters ot the “sea change” in
to dissolution. “The waters compassed me about even unto the 
soul. ’
“The weeds were wrapped around about my head.” Weeds are the
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•wmb-s - i all ; i w growth. . When they enter the garden of the 
nind all limit al elHirt is driven out. and the mind becomes a waste'. 

’ mai' s powers as a thinking being were gone. The next we hear 
>'. him he has sunk to the "bottoms of' the mountains. ” Mountains 
wmbolizr spiritual Mevation or attainment. As the weeds around 
Jonah's h<iad *<41 of his loss of mental powers, his being at the bot- 
oms if tin- mountains tell ot bits loss of spiritual attainment. With 

•mmtal am! spiritual powers gone the soul is dissipated. The twice- 
■mm .has -HA-imd the s-mond death, and the Monad is thrown back 

mm the mimra! Kingdom, which is the bottom of the monadic evo- 
• aim! it; Hie -.■arid life. 'This is indicated in the line. “The earth 

• bn its lai' clos.o o', or me forever." The dissolution was entire.
! ! •_■ Hol r.w words rendered here as “forever” are rightfully 

••.mAaum "ago-lasting”, which makes true occultism. Altho the 
o.mud or Ego may lose its earthly accunndat ions of knowledge and 

•■< w-v. it i' ■mdc<t roved by a fall from the Christly estate as it was 
y Ho- “fail" mta ma* Hr at the dawn of its terrestrial evolution. 

Will- the bars of Hie mineral kingdom closed over it the Monad must 
’•gm new : h<-age-iasting climb tip into the kingdom of mankind.

"dm uh was in the belly of the fish throe days and three nights.” 
The myrnwai throe days, of the dead refer to the soul’s immersion 
m the tomb- of mortality before its resurrection—its re-surgere or 
having ba- f om of mortality into its native immortality. These 
iay> uro y<mt h—ojther'of the individual or of the race—-middle age 

and old ago. ’he animal man. the mental man. and the Spiritual 
man. In th - >oiar symbology the three days or the “on the third 
lay" of t la- sun aro: first day. the Autumnal Equinox when the sun 

gom- on to Hm cross, sacrificed to the coming dark; second day, the 
Mmur >',>’ice when the sun is in the tomb of darkness with the 
'ioho m man riality. which is the intervening earth stopping the 
momm of tho tomb; third day, the Vernal Equinox, when he throws 
Hi' the grave clothes of winter and rises from the tomb. Having 
ris-m from the grave, “on the third day" he ascends into heaven. 
rh*-re he attains to his great power at the Summer Solstice, or the 
ourtii day in the solar symbology. In the instance of Jonah the 
hree <iays and nights indicate the hidden, age-long cycle of the Mo

nad of man. or a man, within the three lower kingdoms, the mineral, 
• wgetable and animal, before it comes into the fourth or human 
■form. Within this fourth “day” the. soul becomes “a Son”. “And 
•bTovah spake unto the fish and it vomited out Jonah upon the dry 
land." Ln the Stanzas\of Dzyan it says that when the “water men” 
were xicstrox cd Mother'Earth-asked to be dried. “To this demand 
inti Lord of Lords came. From her body he separated the waters.” 

1 his is ihe same period in evolution as that recorded in Genesis 
when God said. "Let the dry land appear.” But the phrase “the 
dry land" should read, “a dry place”, indicating that the terrestrial 
waters had divided to form the waters above and the waters beneath 
and Mother Earth had become dried to an extent. The word yab-
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bashah, meaning- “a dry place”, that is used in this quotation from 
Genesis, is the identical word used in the above sentence from Jo
nah, thus making- the meaning' in Jonah unmistakable. It would 
i ell us that after the three days and nights in the lower kingdoms, 
•r upon the fourth day,, which is the day of man. Jonah returned in

’:> human incarnation. The phrase, “upon a dry place’’ indicates in 
• his connection the rebirth of the soul into human form, that is. 
into the form of Adam. The word Adam means firm, solid. This 
is the sort of body that would exist in “a dry place.” Incidentally. 
•>ei\ is a plain, case of reincarnation in the Bible.

lii the .Ancient W isdom the word Adam is not understood to be 
'be name of the first man. “There is no first man as such.” Man, 
’he immortal Spirit, existed before the world was and had bodies in 
‘he earth when the earth was nebulous, vapory, watery. As the 
•arth cooled and condensed the bodies of man condensed until finally 
hoy became solid,—they became Adam. In the standard transla- 

• ion of Genesis it says. “God formed man out of the dust of the 
ground.” The word rendered here as “dust” can be rendered clay, 
ground, earth, mortar, thus indicating a physical substance, a sort 
of potter’s clay that can be molded into a firm form. The word for 
land or firm soil in Hebrew is adama, showing the unmistakable as
sociation of ideas. The word Adam has other but related mean
ings. which we will not go into here. . .

“And Jehovah spake unto the fish.” The word of Jehovah 
spoken unto the Kish symbolizes not only Jonah’s return into incar
nation but the call to Christhood. which is the Word spoken unto 
•very soul when it has arrived at that place whereat it hath ears to 
hear and can enter the l ath that loads to the work of Salvation. 
The coupling of these two ideas in one sentence is evidence of the 
highly condensed form in which this parable is written.

Such is the first part of the story of Jonah.
(Continued)

—FREDERICK WHITNEY.

PSYCHISM AND INTUITION
The psychic faculties see something or hear something, the In

tuition knows. The physical eyes of man must look for truth thru 
the illusions of matter and time and suffer the deceptions of the im
perfect. They are the windows of the intellect and behold things 
and the surface of things and differences between things. They 
are the imperfect looking for truth in the world of the imperfect.

The psychic exes are the sight of the astral man. They. also.
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^msi Mok thru Hu- angle- and errors of the physical. They must 
pern- into Hu- shadows of ihe Shadow that is the other half of the de- 
^.ptimis di' mortality and stiffer the illusions of the fleeting show. 
Thoy art- HE- mw trying to observe a landscape thru a misty sky.

’ Pat burnt ion is the eye of the Soul, the vision of the Seer. It 
iwclh in tin- tornaLNow and encompasses the* Soul’s wisdom from 

Hie ace- ni iis passage* thru this mortal land. It is the bridge of 
\’■< -i! 'Hut runs from the fleeting shapes oi time and matter into 
~ E\ ■ rknown. It is the I beholding the all in the land of the AIL 

;■■.-- m ii L i hi* knowledge of Ihe Knower. It always was and 
? a Wavs wil! he. and it Knows. '

Yd. th<- Intuition is not perfect. The bar to its perfection in 
•Hi ■ :wh is th** mind of tho mortal. That mind is the portal at the 
mid n" ’j;, bridge, and it is builded of the timbers of matter, time, 
mid impi-ro-m ions . Thru this portal the Eternal One must speak, 
mii. Hu- wm-Hcruel ; the Knower must titter his eternal thought 
inn. ih< drugglmg confusions of ihe becoming-known. Not ■ until 
• iw Iasi m si ruction falls and the portal of the imperfect swings 
Ade into IVrfcd’OH will the deific knowledge speak in clear un- 

< d < । m 11 ■ (! ’ - ■ r n i -
—J. A.

ANOLES OE SCIENCE
Scien i ifir Discovery

AH happiness comes from discovery of one kind or another, for 
Hsrowry is creation, and the human heart attains .joy by accom

plishing something spiritual, mental, or physical. No static condi
: ion of blis- can ever remain blissful. The Buddhist conceives his 
Nirvana as an endless ocean of spiritual contentment, but this is on
ly because the expanse of accomplishment is so vast that at this dis- 
lanre wo can perceive no detail.- As theologians have awakened to 
i he fad that endless peace with nothing to do brings boredom ra
’ hoi' than eternal Joy, the orthodox conception of Heaven has chang- 
*-d from a place where a harp is twanged for an indefinite period by 
an angel sitting on a cake of gold, to a nobler realm where aspira- 
1 ions are fulfilled and ideals realized. .

3 he scientist is generally what he is because of being so con
stituted that his greatest happiness comes from mental discovery. 
And yet it is not making the discovery that he enjoys, so much as 
the effort which he must put into making it. Now that* Einstein 
has formulated his theory of Relativity he is not nearly so happy 
m i*r it a< hi* was while working out its details and grasping its
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. undamentals . Ho is interested now in the new fields he is attack- 
ng. Thrills are not permanent, and he will never again feel one 
uch as he had when the first conception of the great discovery 

■'(•pt into his mind, until another such shall be born there.
Eor it may truly be said that scientific discoveries are born, not 

.cade. Erom the occult standpoint we know this to be true, since 
11 knowledge is eternal, truth being eternal, and when the discovery 
- made it is merely the fact of the brain of the discoverer having 
roken down a barrier that constitutes the discovery. There is a 
r.-at ocean of information on the mental plane which can be tapped 
v.those* having mental power to reach it. .just as there is a great 

• a of emotion on the Astral plane which the inspired musician can 
raw from, not at will, but when under the spell of his Muse. Great 
aisic is not “made up”. The composer surrenders himself to the 

m fluence of emotional forces which surge through him. and his 
roalness is measured by the equality of those forces and by their 

.ntensity as regulated by his ability to be a perfect transmitter 
-o the scientist does not decide that he will make a discovery and 
’hen sit quietly down and wait for it to percolate (through into the 
physical brain. lie prepares himself mentally, builds up a train of 
: bought, and on the rungs of this ladder slowly mounts through log- 

■ al precesses until as near as possible to the ceiling of the mental 
powers of the physical brain. Now he gropes about, always un- 
• toady as a man on a tall ladder, and according to his ability finds 
•iew information of great or less importance, plucks it, and returns 
m earth. But let the discoverer be a genius who has ascended .the 
’adder many times, and a flood of light may pour through from the 
-ea above, and he returns to earth with a great new generalization 
which correlates all the petty facts and arranges them under laws.

Scientific men have been struck from time to time with the fact 
Sial a large number of new discoveries occur to two or more men 
-imultaneously. They explain this by saying that discoveries occur 
n a logical sequence. One thing cannot be found out until another 

is known, and hence, as a result of previous discoveries, certain 
:hings are “in the air”. This explanation, while undoubtedly a true 
me, is only physical, and the esoteric explanation is obviously to.be 
•'ound in the fact that the great eternal sea of knowledge, which 
flows slowly to the human race by the streams carried through the 
great intellects of the time, must be controlled according to the phy
sical and spiritual progress made by the race. When humanity has 
arrived at a certain point new information can be vouchsafed it. 
The inner channels are opened, and who would not expect that se
veral outer channels might receive the freshening flood at the same 
time? So the feeling that a new discovery is “in the air” is more 
than a fancy, it is a verity. .

Just as two or more men may make similar discoveries at the 
same time, it may happen accidentally that a man make a discovery 
at the wrong time. By the wrong lime is not meant that he has
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mum emu rar. u; ihe laws of .Nature, for in the last analysis this is 
:mp'r.-ibh-, hut murub. that this discovery has been made under the 
powr <? forces working- in a dill'erent direction from those control
ling th normal oath of discovery. In such a case strife always re- 
mdt s b-. • womi t in unort hodox inventor and’scientists treading- the 
x-rmai yaih. imiil the new discovery is connected up with things 
dr -ad- known, ami the normal path is .widened to include it. In 
-•ma cux s ih- nmuired widening is too great to be. accomplished, 
uni th- uum-i hmmx discovery becomes an apparent failure, retreat- 
ng m in,; r plants until the time shall be ripe, for its reappearance. 

••T«m-. P.- mcb-Oux standpoint it is a real failure, , and rightly so. 
-me" o .- and •. rdcr arc necessary d or unified progress. But in oth- 

1 ••am?- th widening may eventually be accomplished; and • a dis- 
• \ । i '. • re.!'';- d 1 y scientists a failure or a fraud, during the period 

adhm m -m ami growth, may eventually take its place in ortho
. -. mimic. . The important point is that no matter how great the 

-•ri;., may He between the two camps, only time can tell whether oi 
.m it N dm- to 1 h-natural antipathy . ol’the old for the new, in 
vhiMi < a.- the greatness of the strife is an indication of the great- 

■,••-- ■•’ -o discovery. —Benevolutus.

BLAVATSKY DEPARTMENT

Thi- Department will be confined to the teachings of H. P. 
Blavatsky In it wo will publish,.so far as possible, the views ex- 
pi’esscd oy Ii b. B. on any given subject.

our r< aumm are rumosted to send, in any. questions on any sub- 
cci. which they wish To have elucidated, and we will endeavour V> 

search through the writings of H. P. B. and publish her teaching 
mi such subject. . ’ • '

Conducted by Ernest Harrison. Temple Scribe. Address, Bla
vatsky Dept.. Temple Artisan. Halcyon, Calif.

QI ESTION:—Are drcams always real? If so. what produces 
•hem? Il not real, may they, not nevertheless have in themselves 
sonm dm-p significance ? ’ . . ■

in an article by H. P. B. published in January, 1882, in the 
Theosophist and entitled “Dreamland and Somnambulism”, we find 
the following:

Our physical senses are the agents by means of which the as
tral spirit, or ‘conscious something’ within, is brought, by contact 
with the (external world, to a knowledge of actual existence, while 
the spiritual senses of the astral man are media, the telegraphic
wires bi' means of which he communicates with his higher prin
ciples and obtains therefrom the faculties of clear perception of and
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Mon into the realm.' of the invisible world . The Buddhist philo- 
mhor holds that by the practice oi the Dhyauas one may reach 
ho enlightened condition of mind which exhibits itself by immedi- 

■ recognition o! sacred truth, so that on opening the Scriptures 
• r any books whatsoever?) their true meaning at once flashes into 

ho heart.' (Beals Catena, p. 253.)
in dreaming or in somnambulism., the brain is asleep only in 

o- ami is called into action through tho agency of the external 
ns. s owmg io s im? peculiar cause—a word pronounced, a thought 
.• picture Hn,?ri ng dormant in on” of the cells of memory and a

. L nod by a sudden noism the fall of a stone, suggesting instanta- 
• ously to this hub-dreamy iancy of tho sleeper walls of masonry, 

d so on. W hen ore is suddenly startled in his sleep without be- 
ming fully awak, , he doos not begin and terminate his dream 
'h the simple noise which partialiv awoke him, but often expen

ses in his dream a long train of ovums concentrated within the 
■ let space of । imo t in sound occupies, ami to be attributed solely 
• that sound. Generally dr-ams are induced by the waking associ- 

• ‘mns whjch precede them. Some of them produce such an impres- 
mi that the slightest idea in the direction of any subject associated 
uh a particular dream may brine its recurrence years after.

Tartini. the famous Italian violinist, composed his 'Devil’s So
da' under Hie inspiration of a dream. During his sleep he thought 

; • devil appeared to him and challenged him to a trial of skill upon 
j- own private violin, brought straight from the infernal regions.
•ich challenge Tartini accepted. When he awoke, the melody of 

w ‘Devil's Sonata’ was so vividly impressed upon his mind that he 
Here and then noted it down; but on getting as far as the finale all 
.ri her recollection of it was suddenly obliterated, and he had to lay 

■ ide the incomplete piece of music . Two years later he dreamt 
lie very same thing, and in his dream tried to make himself recol- 
vt the finale upon awaking. The drcam was repeated, owing 'to a 
hod street musician fiddling on his instrument under the artist’s 

■ indow.
Coleridge in a like manner composed his poem ‘Kublai-Khan’ 

•■ a dream. On awaking he found the now-famous lines so vividly 
mpressed upon his mind that he wrote them down. The dream 
vas due to tho poet falling asleep in his chair while reading the fol
owing words in Purchas’ Pilgrimage: ‘Here the Khan Kublai com- 
nanded a palace to be built............enclosed within a w’all. ’

The popular belief that among the vast number of meaningless 
:reams there are some in which presages are frequently given oi 
mning events is shared by many well-informed persons but not at 
til by science. Yet there are numberless instances of well attested 
I reams which were verified by subsequent events and which, there- 
bre, may be termed prophetic. The Creek and Latin classics teem 
with records of remarkable dreams, some of which have become his- 
orical. Faith in the spiritual nature of dreaming was as widely
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disseminated among the Pagan philosophers as among- the Christi
an fathers of the church, nor is belief in soothsaying and interpret
ation of dreams umcirornancy) limited to the heathen nations of 
\sia. since the Bible is full of them . This is what Eliphas Levi, the 
great modern Kabalist, says of such divinations, visions, and pro
phetic dreams, in his Dogme et RHue’ de la Haute Magie (i. 356, 
357) :

Somnambulism, premonitions, and second sight are but a disposi- 
ion. whether accidental or habitual, to dream awake, or during a 
■oluntary. self-induced, or yet natural sleep, i. o.. to perceive (and 
guess by intuition) the analogical reflections of astral light......... .. . 
The paraphernalia and instruments of divinations are simply means 

• f {magnetic) communications between the divinator and him who 
•mtsults him. They serve to fix and concentrate two wills (bent in 

r.hesame direction) upon the same sign or object, the queer, compli- 
■ated. moving figures helping to collect the reflections of the astral 
duid . Thus one is enabled at times to see in the grounds of a coffee 
■ •up. <>r in the clouds, in the white of an egg, etc., fantastic forms 
Having their existence only in the translucid (or the seer’s imagina- 
Hon) . Vision seening in-the water is produced by the fatigue of 
j he dazzled optic nerve, which ends by ceding its functions to the 
translucid and calling forth a cerebral illusion, which makes the 
Ample reflections of the astral light appear as real images. Thus 
ihe fittest persons for this kind of divination are those of a nervous 
temperament whose sight is weak and imagination vivid, children 
being the- best of all adapted for it. But let no one misinterpret the 
nature of the function attributed by us to imagination in the art of 
divination. We see through our imagination doubtless, and that is 
’he natural aspect of the miracle; but we see actual and true things, 
and il is in this that lies the marvel of the natural phenomenon. We 
appeal for corroboration of what we say to the testimony of all the 
adepts . ’ •

Again in an article published in the same magazine and entitled 
"Arc Breams but Idle Visions?”:—

“Human nature is. an abyss, which physiology (and indeed mo
dern science* in general) has sounded less deeply than some who 
haw never heard the word physiology pronounced. Never are the 
high censors of the Royal Society more perplexed than when 
brought face to face with that insolvable mystery—man’s inner na
ture. The key to it is—man’s dual being. It is that key that they 
refuse to us«*. well aware that if once the door of the adytum be 
dung open they will be forced to drop one by one their cherished 
theories and final conclusions—more than once proved to have been 
no better than hobbies, starting from false or incomplete premises. 
If we must remain satisfied with the half explanations of physiolo
gy as regards meaningless dreams, how account in such case for the 
numerous facts of verified dreams? To say that a man is a dual be
ing. that in man (to use the words of Paul) ‘there is a natural body.
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nd there is a spiritual body’, and that therefore he must of necessi- 
have a double set of senses, is tantamount, in the opinion of the 

bleated sceptic, to uttering an unpardonable and most unscientific 
.dlacy . Yet it has to be ut tered, science notwithstanding.

Man is undeniably endowed with a double set of senses, with 
t1 oral or physical senses (these to be safely left to physiology to 

•■al with), and with sub-natural or spiritual senses (belonging en- 
ircly to the province of psychological science) . The word ‘sub’. 
•’ it bo well understood, is used here in a sense diametrically oppo- 
bc to that given io it—-in chemistry, for example. In our case it 
- a prefix, as in ‘sub-tonic’ or ‘sub-bass’ in music. Indeed, as the 
•ggregate sound of nature is shown to be a single definite tone, a 
ov-note vibrating 1 rom and through eternity shaving an undeniable 
xislence per se. yc-t possessing an appreciable pitch only for ‘the 
cutely tine* ear’, so tlie definite harmony or disharmony of man’s ex- 
t-rnal nature is seen by the observant to depend wholly on the cha- 
<.wter of the key-note struck for tho outer by the inner man. it is 
no spiritual Ego or Sell' that serves as the fundamental base, de
ermining the tone o; the whole life of man—that most capricious, 
uncertain, and ' ariable of all instruments, which more than any 
■tiler nonets constant tuning. It is its voice alone which, like the 
cd,-bass m an organ, underlies the melody of his whole life, whe- 
h:-r b s Hmc< ar. -wool or harsh, harmonious or wild, legato or 

pizzicato.
Thurofmc. vs say. man. in addition Lo the physical, has also a 

pirit ual brain, if the former is wholly dependent for the degree 
/ its receptivity mi its own physical structure and development, it 
s. on the other hand, entirely subordinate io the latter, inasmuch, 

as it is tho spiritual Ego alone (according as it leans more towards 
ts two highest principles or to its physical shell) that can impress 

more cr less vividly the outer brain with the perception of things 
punch .spiritual or immaterial. Hence it depends on the acuteness 
Tf the mental reelings of the inner Ego mi tho degree of spirituality 
•A its faculties. Io transfer tho impression of the scenes its semi-spi- 
rituai brain perceives, the words it hoars, and what .it feels, to the 
sleeping physical brain of the outer man. The stronger the spiritu
ality of the'faculties of the latter, the? easier it'will be for the Ego 
;c awake tho sleeping hemispheres, rouse into activity the sensory 
ganglia and the cerebellum, and impress the former (always in full 
inactivity and rest during the deep sleep of man) 'with the vivid 
picture of the subject so transtgrred. In a sensual, unspiritual 
man, in one whose mode of life'and animal proclivities and passions 
have entirely disconnected his filth principle or animal, astral Ego 
from its higher spiritual soul, as also in him whose hard physical 
labor has so worn out the material body as to render him temporari
ly insensible to the voice and touch ol his astral soul—in both cases 
during sleep the brain remains in a complete state of anaemia or +’”11 
inactivity. Such persons rarely, if over, have any dreams at all.
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'east ol al! ’visions that come to pass’. In the former, as the waking 
:imv approaches and his sleep becomes lighter, the mental changes 
as they begin to occur will constitute dreams in which intelligence 
will play no part, his half-awakened brain suggesting but pictures 
winch are only the hazy, grotesque reproductions of his wild habits 
s' life: while in the latter (unless strongly preoccupied with some 
•xceptional thought) his ever-present instinct of active habits will 
not permit him to remain in that state of semi-sleep during which, 
as consciousness begins to return, drearns of various kinds are seen, 
out will arouse him at once without any interlude to full wakeful
ness. On lhe other hand, the more spiritual a man, the more active 
his fancy, the greater is the probability of his receiving in vision 
•orrediy the impressions conveyed to him by his all-seeing, ever
wakeful Ego. The spiritual senses of the latter, unimpeded as they 
are by the interference of the physical senses, are in direct intimacy 
with his highest spiritual principle. This principle (.though per se 
a ouasi-unconscious part of the utterly unconscious, because utterly 
immaterial, .Absolute) having in itself the inherent capabilities of 
• imniscience. omnipresence, and omnipotence, as soon as its pure es- 
wnci' comes in contact with pure sublimated and (to us) imponder
able matter, imparts these attributes in a degree to the as pure as- 
ral Ego. Hence highly spiritual persons will see visions and 

• reams during sleep and even in their hours of wakefulness. These 
ar»- the sensitives, the natural-born seers, now loosely termed ’spi
ritual mediums’, there being no distinction made between a subjec
tive seer, a ’neurypnologicar subject, and even an adept—one who 
has made himself independent of his physiological idiosyncracies 
and has entirely subjected the outer to the inner man. Those less 
spiritually endowed will see such dreams only at rare intervals, the 
accuracy ol the dreams depending on the intensity of the dreamer’s 
eding in regard to the perceived object.”

TEMPLE BUILDERS LESSON 193
THE HIGHER MIND

One Phase of the Builder’s Work is to show humanity that 
here is something higher than living for oneself, and also that 

.here is something higher than the mind, the mind as most people 
xnow it.

There is a Higher Mind, which is the Link between God and 
Man, and it is the Builder’s Work to show humanity that by living 
properly and helping each other, they would allow the God in them 
o shine thru’ them and out to the world and they - would be much 

■lappier. .
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'Th*1 al'ow was the thought b sson given by John Harbison at 
■ Builders’ meeting, convention last .

CHRISTMAS

The word Christmas comes from Christ Mass—the Mass held 
; celebration of the Coming of Christ. And it is the Builders’ 

rk io help prepare the world for the next Cuming of Christ by 
a< hing the Truth and opening their hearts so that they will be 
he to know the Christ when. He come>. Th* -mly way to teach the 

• rid the truth is to Live the Truth.
.The reason why the- Churches have special services—Masses as 

iey are calk'd in some churches- -on ail days of special rejoicing is 
• help people to think of spiritual things instead of having their 

■ .oughts onlv on those things which please the lower mind.
—-JOHNC. HARRISON.

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

Tho Christ Spirit is in our hearts and. like the candle flame, 
’•ns si rongor and brighter as we dwe ll in tlie Christ Conscious- 

■ss and realize1 our unity with the Divine.
When we celebrate Christ mas wo are giving homage to our 

.astir Jesus. We feel an urge or desire to express this feeling of 
.’o and thank fulness by giving presents to one another. It is love- 

/ to get, but it is far greater to give .
The Christ gave His all to His dear brothers and sisters that 

hey might be helped akmg the path.
So I would define* the Christmas spirit as a feeling of love and 

‘•otherhood. the desire to give and to help others—give all we have 
ad more. —HELEN TARBOX.

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

Christmas spirit is the spirit of giving, of making other people 
nappy. Since the time when the three wise men laid the offerings 
•ii Jesus' lap it has been a Lime of giving of presents and a time of 
.armony. This spirit is one that makes all men as one, and when 
his spirit is in the hearts of man there will be no wars, and all will 

'n* good friends. —VIRGINIA TARBOX.
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WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS TO ME.
When wc think.of Christmas we usually think only of the mate- 

ad aspect of this holiday. But the giving and receiving of gifts is 
■'ini all there is to Christmas. Christmas is a reminder of the com- 
ng of Christ to this world, and when we think of Christmas we 
mould think of bettering ourselves and becoming as He would have

The giving of gifts on Christmas originated from the three 
a iso men bringing to the Baby Jesus the gifts of gold, frankincense 
tmi myrrh: and on Christmas especially we should think of giving 
my i<> others. But we should try to make every day a Christmas 
,y spreading joy and by radiating all the good that is in us, so that 
thers may benefit by it. —JOE TARBOX.

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Christmas was supposed to be the birthday of Jesus. Jesus 

aught us to give to others. He said, “It is more blessed to give 
'han to receive.” We should give without any thought of receiving 
anything but the pleasure of making others happy.

—IONE MARSHALL.

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Very many people give presents on Christmas because someone 

also has given a present to them and they feel they owe . something
in return . This is not the true Christmas spirit/ The true Christ
mas spirit is the Christ spirit, which is love. If we have love we 
will enjoy giving to others and doing things which will help others 
and make them happy, not only once a year but all the time.

Let us live so that the Christ spirit may be born in our hearts 
m Christmas Day and may live and grow in our hearts through the 
••ears to come. —VERA MARSHALL

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
The Christmas spirit is really the Christ spirit, and it should be 

practiced all the year around, not only at Christmas.-
Christmas is not the time to receive beautiful-gifts and eat' a 

big dinner, but it is the time to go about smiling and try to make 
some poor person happy. " ■
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Thu idea of I lie Santa ('Ians originated in one of the northern 
. mrius of Europe. There was* a man called Nicholas who loved 
! make little children happy. So each year at Christmas time he 

el far and near to the children and left gifts and sweets to make 
■tn happy. The ( at holic ( huruh sainted him. and from that 

om ’he id« a of Santa Claus or St. Nicholas.
--NORMA MARSHALL,

■ar 1 Guilders : —-
/ou are giving- your ideas of the meaning of Chrisi-

•;i" today, and 1 fee! like .-ending- mine to go along with yours.
What does it really mean to me. really mean to the really truly 

.rt of m” that known truth when it comes to me. whatever sub- 
•v it be about and no matter how different it may be from that 
inch comes to anyone else, for we must all see a little differently, 
■iking from dilferem points or aiw’ws as we do. The strange or 
o lusting thing is that there is always something remarkably a

ke in uveryon'-'s idea, true idea of any sub ject, for no matter how
liferent wi may be io person and mind and form, the heart of us is
ii one and finds the unifying truth about Clings without even try- 

■ y if we give it a chance, and by giving- it a chance we mean by 
pping our own t hi eking a moment and yuietly, silently waiting 

r Truth to speak. Too need not laugh. It always speaks. Try
This is what it says about Christmas:
It says Christmas is just what vou have been saying all this 

me. Well, what have y -e be n saying, anyway? Tell its. please. 
\ hat ? Just this—Christmas is forgetting self, serving the Christ, 
riding the joy that comes in seeing the Christ in every one around 

making us all a unit in truth love and good things of life, anil 
eking us we m p, <;>v "Merry, merge Christmas!" to everybody .

—JANE w. dower.
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Temple Correspondence Courses
By Master H.

• ..urse I THE COMING AVATAR •
' N ill He come in a personal form, in the hearts of the people, as a great 
iphfting f"rw. on inner planes only,, or will He .appear before those who hav< 
■■.<•< to see as <li<l the Master Jesus?

‘Kemi the answers clearly given. .
> nurse 2. CHELASHIP

All students of the Occult aspire to Chelaship. Herein is clearly defined 
’•• Way of Attainment. The Parrow door leading to the Path of Illumination; 
—<» apparently simple that it is utterly overlooked, even when revealed.

• nurse 3. SEX OR THE LAW OF DUALITY
This i- the basic Law of the Universe, manifesting in polarity.

< nurse L METAPYSICS C .
T’ne 'Kcuh Sciences, Soul Memory, Fire Elemeatals, The Law of Rhythm 

• nd ma.y b-eply interesting phases, of both universal and individual life arc 
-.•'>• r. .yea I cd .

’ nurse 5. SOUND
Smim: aa-i <-dor. occultlv, are interchangeable terms; and are also creative

> nurse H. THOUGHT . .
Thi' cou:>f reveals the creative power of Thought and correlates its birt:

■ Ai! !., .>! An- mental plane with hirer events on the physical.
Hie above courses are otfercd at $1.10 each.

. SPEC!Al. COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Six Lessons in. each Course. Price $1.50 per course.

< our>v 1 A. BEGINNER’S COURSE. F. A. La Due and W. H. Dower 
This course contains a complete statement of the Basic principles, withoa'

• mrh no student of the Higher Life can progress. ,
Course 2 A. OCCULT MATHEMATICS. Franklin F. Wolff

An interpretation of the Unseen Powers as symbolized by Numbers anc 
rvmnm rival Forms. Every form in the created universe has its geometrica’ 

• •ise. and i~ the symbol of an Inner Power. “As above,'so below.”
( nurse 3 A. MYSTICISM AND MUSIC. Jane W. Dower

Hi is course endeavors to show the correlation between Music in its ab 
-Mact sense, and the outer harmonics, forms and tones which it represents, a> 
■Ml as explaining, Kaballistically, its tonal relation to biblical statements-.

Course I A. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE. George Harrison
A yourse of instruction absolutely essential to the occult student without 

wienLilH- training. Subjects treated are matter, light, heat, sound, and radian 
m-rgy. Method of treatment is simple and direct.

Address. Dept. C.. TEMPLE OF THE PEOPLE. Halcyon, California.
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From the Mountain Top
A MASTERPIEC E. AND THE BOOK OE THE AGE

Inner Light from Inner Spheres Shining- 'through Messages of 
Transcendent Truth and Beauty

■’Krom the .Mountain Top” is a BIBLE Ob' LIGHT for all who aspire to 
• .wl the PATH Ob’ MYSTERY. 278 pages, beautifully bound in blue, gold 
.imped, clear type. Price, $2.50.

SPECIAL ObT'ER: -‘Erom the Mountain Top” and one war's subscription 
the TEMPLE ARTISAX for $3.50. Send orders to

THE HALCYON BOOK CONCERN. Halcyon. California. I’. S. A.

W . 11. IJOWKK M. 1J.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

JOHN O. VARIAN, Associate

Osteopathic Massage

Ob’EICES: in Sanatorium. Halcyon, California.

Correspondence invited relative to chronic and painful'diseases of any na- 
it e. Send all communications to Halcyon, California.

OCCULTISM for BEGINNERS
By W H. DOWER, M.D.

b H'TEEN LESSON'S in a booklet of !>2 pages and cover with interesting 
ilustrations of the Physiological Cell showing natural septenary divisions; 
Cadium Rays in a magnetic field; and of the Brain, showing relations of the 
'inoal Gland and Pituitary Body to other important brain centers.

Intended for beginning students in Occult forces and Philosophy. Start- 
ng from known scientific data, the lessons lead the student step by step into the 
inner World of Causes acting behind the outer world of effects. In other words, 
rom the Phenomenal World into the Noumena!—the Real. Nearly every les- 
on reveals the Unity of all Life from different angles of Truth, tending to open 
>p < osmical Consciousness.

Price per copy, paper, 35 cents. '

THE HALC YON BOOK CONCERN. Halcyon. California.
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The Halcyon Sanatorium

A Home-Like Institution in the midst of pleasant surroundings, 
established for the scientific treatment of invalids and for recupera
tion and rest in cases of over-work and nervous exhaustion.

Natural healing forces scientifically applied. .

The Abrams Electronic System of Diagnosis and Healing in 
successful use with correlative branches.

At the Halcyon is a most desirable place to spend a pleasant va
cation amid congenial surroundings and New Thought Atmosphere.

Guests and patients have opportunity and privilege of attend
ing classes and lectures given by The Temple, Occultism, Theosophy. 

Science and Philosophy.

Rates reasonable. For additional information, address

The Halcyon Sanatorium
HALCYON, CALIFORNIA.
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